
ELMER



Warm-up
Describe the picture



Speaking

1. Why was Elmer different from other 
elephants?

2. What made all elephants happy?
3. Why didn’t Elmer feel happy ? 
4. How did Elmer make himself look like other 

elephants?
5. Why did none of the elephants notice Elmer 

when he joined the herd?
6. What did Elmer do to make other elephants 

laugh?
7. How did the elephants identify Elmer?
8. What do elephants do on the best joke day? 
9. Why is it important to stay who you are. 



Lexis Presentation

Patchwork Elmer is slipping away
A bush

A  herd of elephants Helpless with laughter A parade 



Lexis Practice

BA

D

С

E F



Lexis Production

1. Have you got a patchwork quilt at home?
2. How is it made? 
3. What can make you helpless of laughter? 
4. What animals can come in herds? 
5. What is the difference between a bush and a tree?
6. When is a parade organized on Red Square? 
7. Why did Elmer slip away when the others were sleeping? 



Grammar Presentation

Flowers are put in a vase.
A cat is fed with fish. 

Flowers were put in a vase.
A cat was fed with fish. 



Grammar Practice
Fill in IS or ARE

1. The dog _______fed with a bone.
2. The lion _______put to the zoo.
3. The bugs _______brought home.
4. The books _______bought in a bookstore. 

Fill in WAS or WERE

1. The trees _______planted yesterday.
2. The water ______poured into the jar.
3. The elephants ________brought to circus. 
4. The dishes _________washed by mom. 



Grammar Production

What happened with the objects in the pictures? 



Homework

1. Draw a picture of Elmer in a herd of other elephants. 
2. Try to make a list of things that differ you from other children. 



The End


